
COMP 425/6341: Computer Vision (Winter 2023)

Course Information

Instructor: Yang Wang Lectures: 5:45pm-8:15pm, Tue in MB2.270 SGW
Office: ER945 Office hours: Tue 2pm-3pm, Wed 3pm-4pm, or by appointment
Email: yang.wang@concordia.ca (but please use Moodle to communicate)
Website: COMP425/6341 in Concordia Moodle (https://moodle.concordia.ca/moodle/)
TA information: See course page in Moodle

Course Description

This course introduces basic techniques and concepts in computer vision including image formation, grouping
and fitting, geometric vision, recognition, perceptual organization, and the state-of-the art software tools.
Students learn fundamental algorithms and techniques, and gain experience in programming vision-based
components.

Learning Objectives

The primary objective of the course is to provide a comprehensive introduction to computer vision and
the related programming principles required when designing and developing vision-based systems. More
specifically the course aims to cover the following:

• Introducing the programming principles and algorithms used in computer vision

• Designing, developing, testing and debugging of vision-based components

• Gaining practical experience with common vision libraries

Prerequisites

• good math background, including calculus, linear algebra, probability and statistics;

• programming skills, data structures and algorithms;

• (desirable) coursework or experience on machine learning;

Some homework assignments involve programming in Python using various libaries (e.g. Numpy, Scipy,
OpenCV). Previous experience with Python is not required, although students are expected to learn the
language on their own.

Textbook

No required texts. The following books are useful as reference:

• D. Forsyth and J. Ponce, “Computer Vision: A Modern Approach”, 2nd edition, Prentice Hall, 2011.

• R. Szeliski, “Computer Vision: Algorithms and Applications”, Springer, 2010.
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• R. Hartley and A. Zisserman, “Multiple View Geometry in Computer Vision”, Cambridge University
Press, 2004.

• C. Bishop, “Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning”, Springer, 2007.

• I. Goodfellow, Y. Bengio and A. Courville, “Deep Learning”, http://www.deeplearningbook.org

List of topics

The following is a tentative list of topics to be covered (not necessarily in this order), subjective to minor
change at the discretion of the instructor.

• image filters, edges, textures

• interest points, descriptors

• fitting and registration

• alignment, instance recognition

• grouping and segmentation

• image classification, object detection, scene understanding

• deep learning in computer vision

• motion analysis

• geometry in computer vision

Communication

Communicate with the instructor through MOODLE ONLY, except in urgent situations. The instructor is
teaching many students, and emails are very likely to get overlooked and/or lost. Communicating in Moodle
will make sure that your message does not get lost. Questions regarding course material should be posted
on the forum on Moodle. Students are encouraged to try to answer each others’ questions if the instructor
or TAs have not been able to answer immediately. Personal/confidential matters should be sent to the
instructor as a direct message on Moodle, NOT through e-mail unless it is very urgent. If the instructor
is unresponsive then he is likely overwhelmed with emails and messages and waiting for a block of time to
work through them all and reset the “queue”; in that case the best way to communicate may be dropping
by during office hours.

When emailing the instructor or the TAs, please follow these instructions to ensure that we do not miss your
email and to help you receive a faster response:

• Put “[comp425/6341]” in the subject and use a meaningful subject.

• Send the email from your Concordia email account.

When sending direct messages in Moodle, please also put “[comp425/6341]” at the beginning of the message,
so we know which course the messages are coming from.
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Important Dates

January 9, 2023 Classes begin
Feburay 27-March 5, 2023 Winter term break
March 7, 2023 (COMP6341 only) Project proposal due
March 14, 2023 Quiz
April 17, 2023 Last day of classes
April 17, 2023 (COMP6341 only) Project report due
April 18, 2023 Deadline for academic withdrawal (DISC)
April 20-May 2, 2023 Examination period

Grading

COMP425 and COMP6341 students will be graded separately.

COMP425 COMP6341
assignments 40% 35%
quiz 10% 10%
final exam 50% 40%
project - 15% (including 1% for proposal)

Labs

This course has scheduled labs, however lab attendance is optional. The labs are mainly used as TA office
hours where students can get help on assignments and course materials from the TAs.

Assignments

There will be 3-4 homework assignments in this course. Each assignment will carry equal weight. Each
assignment may involve a mix of written and/or programming questions. The dates for assignments will be
determined based on progress of the course materials.

Late Policy: Students are allowed 4 grace days to use at their own discretion over the semester for the
assignments. Late days are counted from the time an assignment is due and is rounded up to the next whole
day. For example, if an assignment is due on Friday 3:30pm, and is submitted on Saturday 6:00pm, 2 grace
days will be used. Late assignments will not be accepted after the grace days are exhausted.

Quiz and Exam

Quiz: A quiz will be held on March 14. The quiz will be in the form of timed-online test, in-class paper-
based quiz, or any combination thereof. There will be no alternate or make-up quiz. If you have a valid
reason for missing the quiz (with proper documentation), your quiz weight will be shifted towards the final
exam.

Final exam: A final exam will be held during the examination period at the end of the term. The exact
date will be determined by the Exams Office. You must remain available during the exam period until all
your exam obligations have been fulfilled.
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Project

COMP6341 students are required to complete a course project. Each project should be done in a group of
1-4 students. If your group size is greater than four students, you need to provide a convincing reason and
get the instructor’s approval. The project is an opportunity to explore a topic in-depth of your choosing.

Each project group is required to submit a one-page proposal and a final report.

Behaviour

All individuals participating in courses are expected to be professional and constructive throughout the
course, including in their communications.

Concordia students are subject to the Code of Rights and Responsibilities (https://www.concordia.ca/
content/dam/common/docs/policies/official-policies/BD-3.pdf) which applies both when students
are physically and virtually engaged in any University activity, including classes, seminars, meetings, etc.
Students engaged in University activities must respect this Code when engaging with any members of the
Concordia community, including faculty, staf, and students, whether such interactions are verbal or in
writing, face to face or online/virtual. Failing to comply with the Code may result in charges and sanctions,
as outlined in the Code.

Intellectural Properties

Content belonging to instructors shared in online courses, including, but not limited to, online lectures, course
notes, and video recordings of classes remain the intellectual property of the faculty member. It may not be
distributed, published or broadcast, in whole or in part, without the express permission of the faculty member.
Students are also forbidden to use their own means of recording any elements of an online class or lecture with-
out express permission of the instructor. Any unauthorized sharing of course content may constitute a breach
of the Academic Code of Conduct (https://www.concordia.ca/content/dam/common/docs/policies/
official-policies/Academic-Code-Conduct-2015.pdf) and/or the Code of Rights and Responsibilities
(https://www.concordia.ca/content/dam/common/docs/policies/official-policies/BD-3.pdf). As
specifed in the Policy on Intellectual Property (https://www.concordia.ca/content/dam/common/docs/
policies/official-policies/VPRGS-9.pdf), the University does not claim any ownership of or interest
in any student IP. All university members retain copyright over their work.

Extraordinary Circumstances

In the event of extraordinary circumstances and pursuant to the Academic Regulations (http://www.
concordia.ca/academics/undergraduate/calendar/current.html), the University may modify the de-
livery, content, structure, forum, location and/or evaluation scheme. In the event of such extraordinary
circumstances, students will be informed of the changes.

Ethical Behaviour

Plagiarism:

The most common ofense under the Academic Code of Conduct is plagiarism, which the Code defnes as “the
presentation of the work of another person as one’s own or without proper acknowledgement.” This includes
material copied word for word from books, journals, Internet sites, professor’s course notes, etc. It refers to
material that is paraphrased but closely resembles the original source. It also includes for example the work
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of a fellow student, an answer on a quiz, data for a lab report, a paper or assignment completed by another
student. It might be a paper purchased from any source. Plagiarism does not refer to words alone –it can
refer to copying images, graphs, tables and ideas. “Presentation” is not limited to written work. It includes
oral presentations, computer assignments and artistic works. Finally, if you translate the work of another
person into any other language and do not cite the source, this is also plagiarism.

In Simple Words:

Do not copy, paraphrase or translate anything from anywhere without saying where you obtained it.

(Source: The Academic Integrity Website (http://www.concordia.ca/students/academic-integrity))

Accessibility

Instructor will strive to make learning experience as accessible and inclusive as possible. If you have acces-
sibility needs that require academic accommodations, please meet with an advisor from the Access Centre
for Students with Disabilities (ACSD) as soon as possible to set up an accommodation plan. The instructor
welcomes meeting with all students to discuss their accessibility needs.

List of Student Services

1. Access Center for Students with Disabilities (http://www.concordia.ca/students/accessibility)

2. Student Success Centre (http://www.concordia.ca/students/success)

3. Counselling and Psychological Services (http://www.concordia.ca/students/counselling-life-skills)

4. Concordia Library Citation and Style Guides (https://library.concordia.ca/help/citing)

5. Health Services (http://www.concordia.ca/students/health)

6. Financial Aid and Awards (http://www.concordia.ca/offices/faao)

7. Academic Integrity (http://www.concordia.ca/students/academic-integrity)

8. Dean of Students Office (http://www.concordia.ca/offices/dean-students)

9. International Students Office (http://www.concordia.ca/students/international)

10. Student Hub (http://www.concordia.ca/students)

11. Sexual Assault Resource Centre (http://www.concordia.ca/students/sexual-assault)

12. As a Concordia student, you are a member of the Concordia Student Union and have many resources
available to you including:

• HOJO (Off campus housing and job bank) (https://www.csu.qc.ca/services/hojo/)

• CSU Advocacy Centre (https://www.csu.qc.ca/services/advocacy/)

13. Otsenhákta Student Centre (http://www.concordia.ca/students/aboriginal)

14. Birks Student Service Centre (https://www.concordia.ca/students/birks.html)
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